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Abstract. In this paper, we present a state-of-the-art branch-and-cut (B&C) algorithm for 
the multicommodity capacitated fixed charge network design problem (MCND). This 
algorithm combines bounding and branching procedures inspired by the latest 
developments in mixed-integer programming (MIP) software tools. Several filtering 
methods that exploit the structure of the MCND are also developed and embedded within 
the B&C algorithm. These filtering methods apply inference techniques to forbid 
combinations of values for some variables. This can take the form of adding cuts, reducing 
the domains of the variables, or fixing the values of the variables. Our experiments on a 
large set of randomly generated instances show that an appropriate selection of filtering 
techniques allows the B&C algorithm to perform significantly better than the variant of the 
algorithm without filtering. These experiments also show that the B&C algorithm, with or 
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1 Introduction

We present a branch-and-cut algorithm (B&C) to solve the multicommodity capacitated fixed
charge network design problem (MCND), following the development of a specialized cutting-
plane method described in [14]. In this last paper, several valid inequalities, separation
routines and modelling alternatives are presented and analyzed, the cutting-plane procedure
being embedded within a state-of-the-art mixed-integer programming (MIP) solver. In the
present paper, our aim is to develop a B&C method tailored for the problem that includes
not only the cuts and separation routines from [14], but also filtering methods that exploit
the structural properties of the problem. In general, such filtering methods apply inference
techniques to forbid combinations of values for some variables, and proceed by adding cuts,
reducing the domains of the variables, or fixing the values of the variables. Filtering methods
are widely used in constraint programming [37], while in MIP, they arise within preprocessing
routines [49] and domain reduction tests based on reduced-cost information. As such, filtering
methods are an integral part of state-of-the-art MIP solvers [8].

To the best of our knowledge, along with the cutting-plane approach [14] that constitutes
the foundation for this work, the present paper is one of the few attempts at solving optimally
the MCND, following earlier contributions based on Benders decomposition [16, 17], column
generation [27] and Lagrangian relaxation approaches [19, 20, 26, 36, 39, 50]. Heuristic
methods have also been proposed for computing feasible solutions [18, 22, 23, 28, 29, 35, 38,
48]. Typically, instances with few commodities, i.e., origin-destination pairs with positive
demand, (say, in the order of 10) can be solved to optimality in reasonable time by state-of-
the-art MIP solvers, while instances with many commodities (more than 100) are very hard
to solve to optimality (in [14], an average gap of 1.93% is reported for 57 difficult instances
that are still unsolved after 2 hours of computing time). However, even for these instances,
very good (often optimal) upper bounds are obtained by the cited heuristic methods (optimal
solutions could be obtained by running the MIP solver in parallel for a long period of time).
In our developments, we will therefore focus on the exact solution of these difficult large-scale
instances, assuming that near-optimal solutions are readily available.

While a B&C algorithm is often the method of choice for the exact solution of network
design problems similar to the MCND [1, 2, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, 25, 33, 40, 42, 43, 45, 47], there are
no systematic studies regarding the behaviour and performance of filtering methods in B&C
algorithms for network design problems. Our main goal is to address this issue. We proceed
by first presenting the basic features of the B&C algorithm we propose for the MCND,
i.e., bounding and branching procedures inspired by [14] and by the latest developments in
MIP software tools [3, 8]. We then develop a number of filtering methods that exploit the
structure of the MCND, and analyze their performance using the proposed B&C algorithm.

Our contributions are threefold:

• We develop a tailored B&C algorithm for the MCND. The implementation of this
algorithm combines the cutting-plane method from [14] with an adaptation of the
reliability branching rule introduced in [3].

• We develop several filtering methods that are embedded within the B&C algorithm.
These filtering methods are based either on duality arguments or on the detection of
infeasible solutions. With the exception of the classical LP-based reduced cost fixing
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technique, they all exploit the structure of the MCND. Hence, to the best of our
knowledge, state-of-the-art MIP solvers do not perform these filtering methods.

• By performing experiments on a set of 196 randomly generated instances used in other
studies on the MCND, we show the efficiency and the effectiveness of both the B&C
algorithm and the filtering methods. Specifically, our computational results illustrate
that an appropriate selection of filtering techniques and their associated parameters
provides significant improvements over the B&C algorithm without filtering. Further-
more, we also show that the B&C algorithm, with or without filtering, is competitive
with a state-of-the-art MIP solver.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the main features of the B&C
algorithm, namely the valid inequalities and their separation routines, the cutting-plane
procedure and the branching rule. Section 3 describes the filtering methods, while Section
4 summarizes the overall B&C algorithm. In Section 5, we present the results of extensive
computational experiments on a large set of instances. Section 6 summarizes our findings
and discusses avenues for future research.

2 Main Features of the Branch-and-Cut Algorithm

We describe the MCND and the formulation used within the B&C algorithm in Section 2.1.
In Section 2.2, we present the valid inequalities and the separation routines performed at
every node of the B&C tree by the cutting-plane procedure. The latter is summarized in
Section 2.3, while the branching rule used in the B&C algorithm is described in Section 2.4.

2.1 Problem Formulation

Given a directed network G = (V,A), with V the set of nodes and A the set of arcs, we let K
be the set of commodities, each commodity k having one origin, O(k), and one destination,
D(k), with a demand dk > 0 between the two nodes. We associate to each arc (i, j) the per
unit routing cost cij ≥ 0, the fixed cost fij ≥ 0 and the capacity uij > 0. We assume that
capacities and demands take integer values. Two types of variables are used to formulate
the MCND: the continuous flow variable xkij, which represents the flow of commodity k on
arc (i, j), and the binary design variable yij, which equals 1 when arc (i, j) is used, and 0,
otherwise. Given these definitions, the MCND can be formulated as follows:

Z = min
∑
k∈K

∑
(i,j)∈A

cijx
k
ij +

∑
(i,j)∈A

fijyij (1)

∑
j∈V +

i

xkij −
∑
j∈V −i

xkji =


dk, if i = O(k),
−dk, if i = D(k), i ∈ V, k ∈ K,

0, otherwise,
(2)

∑
k∈K

xkij ≤ uijyij, (i, j) ∈ A, (3)

0 ≤ xkij ≤ bkij, (i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ K, (4)
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yij ∈ {0, 1}, (i, j) ∈ A, (5)

where bkij = min{uij, dk}, V +
i = {j ∈ V |(i, j) ∈ A} and V −i = {j ∈ V |(j, i) ∈ A}. Con-

straints set (2) represent the flow conservation equations for each node and each commodity.
Relations (3) ensure that the flow on each arc does not exceed its capacity; they also play
the role of forcing constraints, since they ensure that no flow is allowed on an arc unless the
fixed cost on the arc is incurred. Constraints (4) and (5) define the domains of the flow and
design variables, respectively. Note that bkij can be any valid upper bound on the amount
of flow of commodity k on arc (i, j). The model can thus integrate commodity-dependent
capacities, although we only assume a capacity uij on each arc (i, j) that binds the flow of
all commodities on the arc. Similarly, we assume that the routing costs do not depend on
the commodities, although it would be easy to handle commodity-dependent costs in our
model.

To characterize the status of the binary design variables at each node of th B&C tree,
A1 and A0 denote the sets of open and closed arcs, respectively, i.e., the arcs fixed to 1 and
to 0 by branching and variable fixing; A01 = A \ (A1 ∪A0) denotes the set of free arcs. The
restricted problem considered at each node then consists of model (1)-(5) to which we add
the constraints yij = 0, (i, j) ∈ A0, and yij = 1, (i, j) ∈ A1. The cutting-plane procedure
strengthens the linear programming (LP) relaxation of this restricted problem by adding
inequalities that are valid for model (1)-(5), but violated by the solution of the current LP
relaxation. These inequalities are presented next.

2.2 Valid Inequalities and Separation

Our cutting-plane procedure exploits the valid inequalities that are shown to be the most
useful in [14]. We use two classes of valid inequalities, the strong and knapsack inequal-
ities, which are described in the next subsections, along with their respective separation
algorithms. Chouman et al. [14] also use flow cover/pack inequalities [5, 32, 41, 46, 51].
Although these inequalities are effective in improving the lower bounds, they provide simi-
lar bound improvements, on most instances, than the combination of strong and knapsack
inequalities. Since their separation is significantly more expensive computationally, we have
decided not to use them in our cutting-plane procedure.

2.2.1 Strong Inequalities

The following inequalities, in a similar way as constraints (3), play the role of forcing con-
straints, since they also forbid any flow to circulate on an arc that is not part of the selected
design:

xkij ≤ bkijyij, (i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ K. (6)

Adding these so-called strong inequalities to the model significantly improves the quality of
the LP relaxation lower bound [14, 19, 26]. Adding a priori all these inequalities to the
LP relaxation yields very large models that frequently exhibit degeneracy. We add them in
a dynamic way, identifying only those that are violated by the solution of the current LP
relaxation. Their separation is trivial, as it suffices to scan each arc and each commodity to
identify all violated inequalities.
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2.2.2 Knapsack Inequalities

Assuming S ⊂ V is a non-empty subset of V and S̄ = V \S is its complement, we note
the corresponding cutset (S, S̄) = {(i, j) ∈ A | i ∈ S, j ∈ S̄} and its associated commodity
subset K(S, S̄) = {k ∈ K | O(k) ∈ S, D(k) ∈ S̄}. We then have the following valid
inequality, which is obtained by combining the flow conservation equations (2) with the
capacity constraints (3): ∑

(i,j)∈(S,S̄)

uijyij ≥ d(S,S̄), (7)

where d(S,S̄) =
∑

k∈K(S,S̄) d
k. This inequality simply states that there should be enough

capacity on the arcs of the cutset (S, S̄) to satisfy the total demand that must flow from S
to S̄. By complementing the y variables, i.e., replacing yij by 1 − yij, the cutset inequality
reduces to a 0-1 knapsack structure.

The well-known cover inequalities for the 0-1 knapsack structure [9, 34, 52] are based on
the following definition: C ⊆ (S, S̄) is a cover if the total capacity of the arcs in (S, S̄) \ C
does not cover the demand, i.e.,

∑
(i,j)∈(S,S̄)\C uij < d(S,S̄). For every cover C ⊆ (S, S̄), the

following cover inequality is valid for the MCND:∑
(i,j)∈C

yij ≥ 1. (8)

In addition to the cover inequalities, we use the so-called minimum cardinality inequalities
[44]. To define these inequalities, we assume the capacities of the arcs in (S, S̄) are sorted in
non-increasing order: ua(t) ≥ ua(t+1), where a(t) ∈ (S, S̄), t = 1, ..., |(S, S̄)| (ua(t+1) = ua(t)).
This allows us to compute the least number of arcs in (S, S̄) that must be opened in any
feasible solution: l(S,S̄) = max {h |

∑
t=1,...,h ua(t) < d(S,S̄)}+1. We then derive the minimum

cardinality inequality : ∑
(i,j)∈(S,S̄)

yij ≥ l(S,S̄). (9)

The generation of knapsack inequalities is based on single-node cutsets, i.e., for each
cutset (S, S̄), S is an origin or S̄ is a destination for at least one commodity. Methods to
generate cutsets (S, S̄) with |S| > 1 are developed and tested in [14], where it is observed
that, for most instances, the single-node cutsets are responsible for most of the lower bound
improvement.

For each single-node cutset, we try to generate one violated cover inequality and one
violated minimum cardinality inequality. Initially, some y variables are fixed to either 0 or 1,
using the LP relaxation solution. Two different variable-fixing strategies are used, depending
on the type of inequality we try to generate, cover or minimum cardinality (details can be
found in [14]). Thus, we obtain in this way two restricted cutsets, one that is used to
derive a cover inequality, the other to generate a minimum cardinality inequality. The cover
inequality is obtained by the separation routine described in [14, 30, 31]. To generate the
minimum cardinality inequality, we simply sort the arcs in the corresponding restricted cutset
and then derive the minimum number of arcs to be opened. For each of the two inequalities
thus obtained, a sequential lifting procedure is applied to obtain an inequality that is valid
for the original cutset, and therefore also for the MCND. The same lifting procedure is
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used for the two inequalities, cover and minimum cardinality. If any of the resulting valid
inequalities is violated by the solution of the current LP relaxation solution, it is added to
the LP relaxation.

2.3 Cutting-Plane Procedure

The cutting-plane procedure is a simpler variant of the method described in [14]. At each
node of the B&C tree, it starts by solving the LP relaxation of the current formulation,
defined by the current status of the arcs, open, closed or free, and by the cuts added so far.
Subsequently, it alternates between the generation of cuts and the solution of the current
LP relaxation.

The cutting-plane procedure performs the following steps, where Z∗ is the objective value
of the best known feasible solution and δ is a parameter that measures the minimum bound
improvement between two consecutive LPs that is required to continue the procedure (we
use δ = 0.1 as in [14]):

1. Z l
last ← 0.

2. Solve the LP relaxation; let Z l be the LP optimal value (Z l = +∞ if the LP is
infeasible), and ȳ the LP design solution.

3. If ȳ is integral or Z l ≥ Z∗ or Z l − Z l
last ≤ δ, then stop.

4. Try to generate cuts.

5. If some cuts are found, then Z l
last ← Z l and go to 2.

The B&C algorithm manages two types of cuts: global cuts, which are valid at any node
of the B&C tree, and local cuts, which are valid only at the current node and at all its
descendants. The two types of cuts are kept in memory in two different cut pools. When a
node is handled immediately after its parent, the LP relaxation is simply reoptimized after
taking into account the additions made by branching and filtering. When a node is obtained
from backtracking in the B&C tree, the LP relaxation is built from the two cut pools, by
considering the LP solution from its parent and by adding global and local cuts violated by
this solution (the local cuts are obtained by tracing them back in the local cut pool for all
the ancestors of the node).

The strong inequalities are generated at all nodes and managed as global cuts. The
knapsack inequalities are generated only at the root node and are therefore managed as
global cuts. Other global and local cuts are generated by the filtering methods described in
Section 3.

2.4 Branching Rule

When branching is performed, the set of free arcs with fractional ȳ values, denoted Ā01, is
non empty, i.e., Ā01 = {(i, j) ∈ A01|0 < ȳij < 1} 6= ∅. In a classical way, the branching rule
selects one arc from this set, say a∗ ∈ Ā01, and generates the 0-child and the 1-child defined
by removing a∗ from A01 and by adding it to A0 and to A1, respectively. To select a∗, we
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use a variant of reliability branching [3], a rule that has often proved successful in solving
general MIP models. Reliability branching combines the strengths of two other branching
rules, pseudo-cost branching and strong branching.

To define these different branching rules, we use the following notation. When branching
on an arc a, we define the increase in the LP bounds from the parent node to the 0-child and
the 1-child as ∆0

a and ∆1
a, respectively. We also define the corresponding per unit increase in

the LP bounds from the parent to its children as follows: ρha = ∆h
a

gha
, h = 0, 1, where g0

a = ȳa
and g1

a = 1 − ȳa. Assume that, after branching on arc a, the increase in the LP bounds
from the parent node to the 0-child and the 1-child have been computed n0

a and n1
a times;

we can then define the average per unit increase in the LP bounds from the parent node to
its children as ρ̄ha, h = 0, 1 (i.e., the average value of ρha over the nh

a times arc a has been
selected for branching and the increase in the LP bound from the parent to its h-child has
been computed).

Pseudo-cost branching [11] is based on computing and storing the values ρ̄ha, h = 0, 1, for
each arc a. This branching rule selects the free arc a∗ that achieves the maximum over Ā01

of the quantities min(g0
aρ̄

0
a, g

1
aρ̄

1
a), i.e.,

a∗ = arg max
a∈Ā01

{min(g0
aρ̄

0
a, g

1
aρ̄

1
a)}.

In this formula, gha ρ̄
h
a, h = 0, 1, represent estimates of the increase in the LP bounds from

the current node to the children that would be obtained by selecting arc a for branching.
Initially, no values of LP bound increases, i.e., ∆h

a, h = 0, 1, are available; hence, we simply
set ρ̄ha = 1, h = 0, 1, for each arc a. The selected arc is then the one with the most fractional
value ȳa, i.e., with ȳa closest to 0.5.

An alternative is strong branching [4], which is based on computing estimates of the LP
bound increases ∆h

a, h = 0, 1, prior to branching. This rule amounts to look at the effect of
selecting arc a by adding to the current LP relaxation the constraints ya = 0 and ya = 1 in
order to evaluate ∆0

a and ∆1
a, respectively. This is performed by reoptimizing the current LP

relaxation with the added constraint through a few iterations of the dual simplex method.
The strong branching rule then selects the free arc a∗ that achieves the maximum over Ā01

of the quantities min(∆0
a,∆

1
a), i.e.,

a∗ = arg max
a∈Ā01

{min(∆0
a,∆

1
a)}.

Strong branching is usually very effective in reducing the size of the B&C tree, but the
branching procedure itself is often too time-consuming for this reduction in tree size to pay
off. Pseudo-cost branching is an interesting alternative, since it shows a good tradeoff be-
tween the computing efficiency of the branching rule and the size of the B&C tree. However,
as mentioned above, no values of the LP bound increases are available at the beginning of
the exploration; hence, the initial estimates are not reliable. The idea behind reliability
branching [3] is therefore to perform strong branching at the beginning of the exploration to
obtain reliable LP bound increase estimates, and then to switch to pseudo-cost branching for
the rest of the exploration. More precisely, assuming a free arc a∗ is selected by the pseudo-
cost branching rule, if min(n0

a∗ , n
1
a∗) < η, where η ≥ 0 is a parameter, then the pseudo-costs

associated to arc a∗ are considered unreliable, and the pseudo-cost estimates are replaced by
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the strong branching estimates of LP bound increases. When η = 0, reliability branching
reduces to pseudo-cost branching, while if η = +∞, reliability branching reduces to strong
branching.

We adopt reliability branching in our implementation, which works as follows. We first
select the free arc a∗ ∈ Ā01 according to the pseudo-cost branching rule. If a∗ is not reliable,
i.e., min(n0

a∗ , n
1
a∗) < η, then the arcs a ∈ Ā01 with unreliable pseudo-costs are sorted in non-

increasing order of min(g0
aρ̄

0
a, g

1
aρ̄

1
a). Using that particular order, we keep as a candidate for

branching the arc a∗ that achieves so far the maximum of min(∆0
a,∆

1
a), where ∆h

a, h = 0, 1,
are computed with the dual simplex method (limited to 100 iterations). If that candidate is
not updated for λ successive attempts, we select a∗ for branching. The branching procedure
thus performs the following steps (we use η = 8 and λ = 4 as in [3]):

1. a∗ ← arg maxa∈Ā01
{min(g0

aρ̄
0
a, g

1
aρ̄

1
a)}.

2. If min(n0
a∗ , n

1
a∗) ≥ η, then stop.

3. Let m ← 0, s∗ ← 0 and sort the arcs of (Ā01 ∩ {a ∈ A|min(n0
a, n

1
a) < η}) in non-

increasing order of min(g0
aρ̄

0
a, g

1
aρ̄

1
a).

4. For all a ∈ (Ā01 ∩ {a ∈ A|min(n0
a, n

1
a) < η}) (sorted):

(a) m← m+ 1.

(b) Compute ∆0
a and update n0

a and ρ̄0
a (unless the LP is infeasible); if Z l + ∆0

a ≥ Z∗,
then fix arc a to value 1, i.e., transfer a from A01 to A1.

(c) If arc a has not been fixed to value 1 in the previous step, then compute ∆1
a and

update n1
a and ρ̄1

a; if Z l + ∆1
a ≥ Z∗, then fix arc a to value 0, i.e., transfer a from

A01 to A0.

(d) If arc a has not been fixed to value 0 or 1 in the previous steps and if min(∆0
a,∆

1
a) >

s∗, then a∗ ← a, s∗ ← min(∆0
a,∆

1
a) and m← 0.

(e) If m ≥ λ, then stop.

Note that a filtering method is already embedded into the strong branching loop in steps
(4b) and (4c). In both steps, we use the fact that Z l +∆h

a is a lower bound on the restriction
of the MCND defined by ya = h, h = 0, 1. Therefore, if this lower bound exceeds the best
known upper Z∗ on the optimal value of the MCND, we can fix variable ya to the value 1−h.
We see other examples of similar filtering methods in the next section.

3 Filtering Methods

Filtering methods are applied at every node of the B&C tree. The general idea is to exclude
solutions that cannot be optimal, given the current status of the design variables, i.e., the
partition of the set of arcs into A0, A1 and A01. The solutions are excluded through the
addition of cuts that are generally local (i.e., valid only for the node and its descendants),
but that can be global in some cases. Special types of cuts are worth noting: bound reduction
consists in decreasing (increasing) the upper (lower) bound on a single variable, while variable
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fixing, a special case of bound reduction, assigns a value to a single variable (such cuts are
heavily used in the field of constraint programming).

A common approach in filtering methods is to deduce from the addition of a constraint
C the impossibility of finding an optimal solution that satisfies simultaneously C and the
constraints that define the current B&C node. Hence, constraint ¬C, the complement of
C, can be added to cut all solutions that satisfy C. To infer that the addition of C cannot
lead to an optimal solution, we generally compute a lower bound Z l(C) on the optimal value
of the restricted problem derived from the addition of C. If Z l(C) ≥ Z∗, where Z∗ is the
value of the best known feasible solution, we can conclude that no optimal solution can be
found when constraint C is added. A particular case of this test arises when we can deduce
that no feasible solution can be obtained when C is added, since this case can be reduced to
Z l(C) = +∞.

Thus, to perform efficient and effective filtering methods, we: 1) derive lower bounds
that are quickly computed based on duality arguments; 2) investigate sources of infeasibility
to try to detect them as early as possible when exploring the B&C tree. The next three
sections are dedicated to duality-based filtering techniques: the LP-based reduced cost fixing,
the Lagrangian-based reduced cost fixing and the reduced cost bound reduction, which are
presented in Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, respectively. Then, we describe three feasibility-based
filtering techniques: the generation of combinatorial Benders cuts, the connectivity-based
filtering procedure and the capacity-based filtering methods, which are presented in Sections
3.4, 3.5, and 3.6, respectively.

3.1 LP-Based Reduced Cost Fixing

The reduced costs f ij derived from the LP relaxation can be used to perform variable fixing.
Indeed, for each non-basic variable yij at value yij ∈ {0, 1} and such that (i, j) ∈ A01, we

have f ij ≤ 0 if yij = 1, and f ij ≥ 0 if yij = 0. If we add the constraint yij = (1− yij), then

Z l + |f ij| is a lower bound on the optimal value of the resulting problem, using standard

LP duality theory. Therefore, if Z l + |f ij| ≥ Z∗, then we can fix yij to value yij. These
tests are carried out immediately after performing the cutting-plane procedure by scanning
all non-basic design variables. This filtering technique is common to all general purpose LP-
based B&C algorithms and is performed by state-of-the-art MIP solvers. The next filtering
method, however, exploits the particular structure of the MCND.

3.2 Lagrangian-Based Reduced Cost Fixing

At any node of the B&C tree, characterized by the sets A0, A1 and A01, we consider the
Lagrangian relaxation of the flow conservation equations, known as the knapsack relaxation
[26]. Our objective is to use reduced costs derived from this Lagrangian relaxation to perform
variable fixing, with the potential of delivering results that are different than those obtained
when performing LP-based reduced cost fixing. More precisely, we consider the Lagrangian
relaxation with respect to the formulation restricted by A0, A1, A01, and defined by (1)-(5),
plus the strong inequalities (6). Denoting π = (πk

i )k∈Ki∈V the vector of Lagrange multipliers
associated with the flow conservation equations, we then obtain the following Lagrangian
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subproblem:

Z l
LR =

∑
k∈K

(πk
D(k) − πk

O(k))d
k + min

∑
(i,j)∈A01∪A1

{∑
k∈K

(cij + πk
i − πk

j )xkij + fijyij

}
∑
k∈K

xkij ≤ uijyij, (i, j) ∈ A01 ∪ A1,

0 ≤ xkij ≤ bkijyij, (i, j) ∈ A01 ∪ A1, k ∈ K,

yij = 1, (i, j) ∈ A1,

yij ∈ {0, 1}, (i, j) ∈ A01.

This problem can be solved by first considering, for each arc (i, j) ∈ A01∪A1, the following
continuous knapsack problem:

vij = min{
∑
k∈K

c̃kijx
k
ij |

∑
k∈K

xkij ≤ uij; 0 ≤ xkij ≤ bkij, k ∈ K},

where c̃kij = cij +πk
i −πk

j , k ∈ K. Indeed, it is easy to show that the Lagrangian subproblem
can be reformulated as follows:

Z l
LR =

∑
k∈K

(πk
D(k) − πk

O(k))d
k +

∑
(i,j)∈A1

f̃ij +
∑

(i,j)∈A01

min{f̃ijyij | yij ∈ {0, 1}},

where f̃ij = vij + fij, (i, j) ∈ A01 ∪ A1. An optimal solution to the subproblem for each arc
(i, j) ∈ A01 is given by ỹij = 1, if f̃ij < 0, and ỹij = 0, otherwise.

Clearly, Z l
LR is a lower bound on the optimal value at the current node. Therefore, if

Z l
LR ≥ Z∗, the current node can be fathomed. Furthermore, it is easy to derive variable

fixing rules by using the quantity f̃ij, which can be interpreted as a Lagrangian reduced cost
associated to yij. Indeed, for each (i, j) ∈ A01, it is immediate to see that Z l

LR + |f̃ij| is
a lower bound on the restricted problem obtained by adding the constraint yij = 1 − ỹij.
Consequently, if Z l

LR + |f̃ij| ≥ Z∗, then we can fix yij to value ỹij.
The Lagrangian subproblem is solved after performing LP-based reduced cost fixing.

The Lagrange multipliers are fixed to the values of the dual variables associated to the
flow conservation equations that are obtained after performing the cutting-plane procedure.
Note that the knapsack relaxation has been used to compute lower bounds in branch-and-
bound algorithms for the MCND [36, 39, 50], where non-differentiable optimization, i.e.,
subgradient and bundle, methods were used to compute near-optimal Lagrange multipliers.
The difference here is that we use the knapsack relaxation only to improve filtering at each
node of the B&C tree and thus as a complement to the cutting-plane procedure, rather than
as the main lower bounding method.

3.3 Flow Upper Bound Reduction

We can use the LP-based reduced costs of the flow variables xkij, c
k
ij, to perform bound

reduction on these variables. The basic idea is the following: assume we add the constraint
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xkij > akij to the LP relaxation and that the resulting lower bound exceeds Z∗. We can then
conclude that the constraint xkij ≤ akij is valid. In order to compute akij, we use the following
result.

Proposition 1 Let xkij be the value of variable xkij in the optimal solution to the LP relax-

ation. If xkij = 0, ckij > 0 and Z l + f ij(1 − yij) + ckijb
k
ij > Z∗, we have xkij ≤ akij < bkij,

where

akij =
Z∗ − Z l − f ij(1− yij)

ckij
.

Proof. We consider two cases. First, let us assume that 0 < yij ≤ 1, which implies

f ij(1 − yij) = 0. We note that, if 0 < xkij < bkij, then ckij = 0 and, in this case, the LP
relaxation lower bound remains the same when we increase xkij further. Therefore, for the
LP relaxation lower bound to increase and exceed Z∗ when we add the constraint xkij > akij,
we must have xkij = 0, ckij > 0 and Z l + ckijb

k
ij > Z∗. Since any optimal solution must satisfy

Z l + ckijx
k
ij ≤ Z∗, we conclude that xkij ≤ akij < bkij, where

akij =
Z∗ − Z l

ckij
.

Next, we consider the case where yij = 0. Then, we necessarily have xkij = 0 and f ij ≥ 0.
This means that, if we add the constraint xkij > akij, the LP relaxation lower bound will exceed

Z∗ only if Z l+f ij +ckijb
k
ij > Zu. Since any optimal solution must satisfy Z l+f ij +ckijx

k
ij ≤ Z∗

and assuming ckij > 0, we have xkij ≤ akij < bkij, where

akij =
Z∗ − Z l − f ij

ckij
.

Similarly, we can use the solution to the knapsack relaxation to reduce the upper bounds
on the flow variables, as shown in the following Proposition.

Proposition 2 Let x̃kij be the value of variable xkij in the optimal solution to the Lagrangian

subproblem. If x̃kij = 0, c̃kij > 0 and Z l
LR + f̃ij(1− ỹij) + c̃kijb

k
ij > Z∗, we have xkij ≤ akij < bkij,

where

akij =
Z∗ − Z l

LR − f̃ij(1− ỹij)
c̃kij

.

Proof. We consider two cases. First, let us assume that ỹij = 1. We note that if x̃kij > 0,
then c̃kij ≤ 0, and in this case the Lagrangian lower bound can only decrease when we increase
xkij further. Therefore, for the Lagrangian lower bound to increase and exceed Z∗ when we
add the constraint xkij > akij, we must have x̃kij = 0, c̃kij > 0 and Z l

LR + c̃kijb
k
ij > Z∗. Since any

optimal solution must satisfy Z l
LR + c̃kijx

k
ij ≤ Z∗, we conclude that xkij ≤ akij < bkij, where

akij =
Z∗ − Z l

LR

c̃kij
.
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Next, consider the case where ỹij = 0. Then, we necessarily have x̃kij = 0 and f̃ij ≥ 0. This
means that, when we add the constraint xkij > akij, the Lagrangian lower bound will exceed Z∗

only if Z l
LR+ f̃ij + c̃kijb

k
ij > Z∗. Since any optimal solution must satisfy Z l

LR+ f̃ij + c̃kijx
k
ij ≤ Z∗

and assuming c̃kij > 0, we have xkij ≤ akij < bkij, where

akij =
Z∗ − Z l

LR − f̃ij
c̃kij

.

We use these results as follows. After performing LP-based reduced cost fixing, we look
for flow variables xkij that verify the condition for reducing their upper bound bkij to akij. We
do the same after carrying out Lagrangian-based reduced cost fixing. New upper bounds are
then used at the current node and all its descendants. In particular, when looking for violated
strong inequalities in the cutting-plane procedure, we use the inequalities xkij ≤ akijyij instead
of xkij ≤ bkijyij. When violated inequalities of this type are generated, they are stored in the
local cut pool, so that they can be activated when backtracking is performed.

In the next section, we derive another type of cuts, this time by investigating the structure
of feasible solutions. Contrary to the cuts obtained by flow upper bound reduction, these
cuts are global, i.e., they apply at every node of the B&C tree.

3.4 Combinatorial Benders Cuts

At every node of the B&C tree, feasible solutions must satisfy the following multicommodity
flow system, noted MF :

∑
j∈V +

i

xkij −
∑
j∈V −i

xkji =


dk, if i = O(k),
−dk, if i = D(k), i ∈ V, k ∈ K,

0, otherwise,
(10)

∑
k∈K

xkij ≤ uij, (i, j) ∈ A01 ∪ A1, (11)

∑
k∈K

xkij = 0, (i, j) ∈ A0, (12)

xkij ≥ 0, (i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ K. (13)

In particular, any feasible solution generated by the cutting-plane procedure at the current
node satisfies this system. We exploit the structure of MF in two ways.

First, we note that when MF is infeasible, we can derive a cut that prevents this infeasible
design configuration, i.e., subset A0, to be generated again; this cut is generated whenever the
cutting-plane procedure returns an infeasible LP relaxation (it is also generated in capacity-
based filtering, see Section 3.6).

Proposition 3 If MF is infeasible, then the following inequality is valid for the MCND:∑
(i,j)∈A0

yij ≥ 1. (14)
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Proof. Only the arcs in A0 can incur infeasibility. Therefore, to obtain a feasible solution,
at least one arc in A0 must be opened, i.e.,

∑
(i,j)∈A0

yij ≥ 1.

Inequality (14) is a combinatorial Benders cut [15], which has the general form
∑

(i,j)∈A1
(1−

yij) +
∑

(i,j)∈A0
yij ≥ 1, which can be strengthened to (14), since only closed arcs can induce

an infeasible subproblem. A different inequality can be derived from LP duality arguments,
giving rise to classical Benders cuts, which have been studied for the MCND [16, 17]. In
our B&C algorithm, combinatorial Benders cuts are stored as global cuts. Their violation is
verified after the cutting-plane procedure has been completed. In case violated combinatorial
Benders cuts are found, the cutting-plane procedure is restarted.

At each node of the B&C tree, combinatorial Benders cuts are also used in simple prepro-
cessing operations that attempt to detect infeasibility just before calling the cutting-plane
procedure. These preprocessing operations work as follows. Assuming the current design
configuration is given by A

′
0, A

′
1 and A

′
01, we define the design vector y

′
as y

′
ij = 0, if

(i, j) ∈ A′0, and y
′
ij = 1, otherwise. We scan the set of combinatorial Benders cuts generated

so far and for each of them, associated with a set A0, we verify: 1) if
∑

(i,j)∈A0
y
′
ij < 1,

which is equivalent to the condition A0 ⊆ A
′
0, in which case the node can be fathomed; 2) if∑

(i,j)∈A0
y
′
ij = 1, which is equivalent to the condition |A0 ∩ A

′
01| ≤ 1, in which case if there

is an arc in A0 ∩ A
′
01, it must be opened in any feasible solution, i.e., we add the constraint

yij = 1, (i, j) ∈ A0 ∩A
′
01. Similar preprocessing operations can be applied to lifted knapsack

inequalities generated by the cutting-plane procedure and stored in the global cut pool (the
details are obvious and therefore omitted).

A second approach to exploiting the structure ofMF consists in developing preprocessing-
based filtering methods aiming to detect as early as possible any infeasibility that might occur
as a result of closing too many arcs. In particular, we note that two sources of infeasibility
can be identified: first, for some commodity k, there is no longer any path connecting O(k)
to D(k); second, the overall capacity is not sufficient to satisfy the demand for at least one
commodity. Next, we present filtering methods based on these two sources of infeasibility,
the connectivity-based and capacity-based filtering methods, which are also applied before
calling the cutting-plane procedure.

3.5 Connectivity-Based Filtering

As mentioned above, the current node can be fathomed when we can identify at least one
commodity k such that there is no path between O(k) and D(k). In addition to detecting
this type of infeasibility prior to the call to the cutting-plane procedure, we also fix flow
and design variables based on simple connectivity tests. Indeed, when, for some commodity
k, an arc (i, j) does not belong to any path between O(k) and D(k), the upper bound bkij
associated to variable xkij can be fixed to 0. Similarly, when, for some commodity k, an arc
(i, j) belongs to all paths between O(k) and D(k), the lower bound associated to variable
xkij can be fixed to dk (unless bkij < dk, in which case the current node can be fathomed;
this case can happen as a result of flow upper bound reduction that can decrease the upper
bound bkij, see Section 3.3). In addition, an arc (i, j) can be closed when it does not belong
to any path between O(k) and D(k) for all commodities k. Conversely, an arc (i, j) can be
opened when it belongs to all paths between O(k) and D(k) for at least one commodity k.
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We now explain how these tests can be performed in time O(|V ||A|) using graph traversal
algorithms. Indeed, to every node i ∈ V , we associate the commodity subsets K+

i = {k ∈
K | i = O(k)} and K−i = {k ∈ K | i = D(k)}. Starting from every node i, we perform
complete forward and backward traversals of the graph, therefore identifying all the arcs
that can be accessed from i. Each arc a ∈ A01∪A1 has two sets of labels pka and mk

a, for each
commodity k; each label is initialized with value 0. Whenever we encounter an arc a during
the forward traversal from node i, we set the label pka of each commodity k in K+

i to value
1. Likewise, when performing the backward traversal starting at node i, the label mk

a of
each arc a for commodity k ∈ K−i is set to value 1. After completing forward and backward
traversals (each traversal being performed in time O(|A|)) for all nodes, a final pass through
all arcs is performed. For each arc a ∈ A01 ∪ A1 and commodity k ∈ K, two cases can
happen: 1) pka = mk

a = 1, in which case arc a belongs to some path between O(k) and D(k);
2) pka = 0 or mk

a = 0, which implies that arc a does not belong to any path between O(k)
and D(k). These informations suffice to perform the fathoming and filtering tests outlined
above.

Connectivity-based filtering is called only when some arcs have been closed since the last
time it was performed. It is also performed at the root node of the B&C tree in order to
simplify the problem instance.

3.6 Capacity-Based Filtering

This filtering method solves the following linear program, denoted MC and obtained from
system MF :

Z l
MC =

∑
(i,j)∈A1

fij + min
∑
k∈K

 ∑
(i,j)∈A01

(cij + fij/uij)x
k
ij +

∑
(i,j)∈A1

cijx
k
ij

 (15)

subject to constraints (10) to (13). This linear multicommodity flow problem is a relaxation
of any LP generated during the cutting-plane procedure. Indeed, it is equivalent to the LP
relaxation of the MCND without any strong or knapsack inequality added, the so-called weak
relaxation [26]. To see why, simply note that each design variable yij appears in only one
capacity constraint in the weak relaxation. As a consequence, since fij ≥ 0, there must be
an optimal solution such that yij =

∑
k∈K x

k
ij/uij for each arc (i, j) ∈ A01. By substituting

yij using this equation, we obtain the above linear multicommodity flow problem. Hence,
MC provides a lower bound Z l

MC on the optimal value at the current node, which is often
significantly weaker than the cutting-plane lower bound Z l, except when the current node
is located deep in the B&C tree.

Capacity-based filtering starts by solving MC. If it is infeasible, the current node can be
fathomed. Also, using Proposition 3, we can generate a combinatorial Benders cut, which
is stored in the global cut pool. Otherwise, if MC is feasible, we denote by x̂ an optimal
solution. We first verify if Z l

MC ≥ Z∗, in which case the current node can be fathomed.
Then, for each free arc (i, j) ∈ A01 such that

∑
k∈K x̂

k
ij > (1 − ε)uij, where ε ∈ (0, 1) is

a parameter, we solve MC with the additional constraint
∑

k∈K x
k
ij = 0. If the resulting

problem is infeasible, then we can conclude that arc (i, j) must necessarily be opened in any
optimal solution to the MCND. If the resulting problem is feasible, thus providing a lower
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bound Z l
MC(i, j), then we verify if Z l

MC(i, j) ≥ Z∗, in which case we can conclude again that
arc (i, j) is must be opened in any optimal solution to the MCND.

Tu fully understand this filtering procedure, several remarks are in order. First, it is
useless to test a free arc (i, j) ∈ A01 such that

∑
k∈K x̂

k
ij = 0, since in that case, arc (i, j)

cannot be opened by the procedure. Second, this type of filtering achieves success mostly for
free arcs that fully use their capacity in x̂. Hence, ε must be small (we use ε = 0.01 in our
tests). Third, it is possible to implement a similar filtering procedure that attempts to close
free arcs with no flow circulating on them in solution x̂. Indeed, we tested this procedure, but
given the weakness of the lower bound, its impact was very limited. Fourth, capacity-based
filtering can succeed only when many arcs are fixed to 0. Hence, we perform it only when
the number of closed arcs is large enough, i.e., if |A0| > γ|A|, where γ ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter
(in Section 5, we show results for γ = 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9). Fifth, capacity-based filtering is
called only when some arcs have been closed since the last time it was performed, because
only arcs that are closed can incur infeasibility. Sixth, capacity-based filtering complements
connectivity-based filtering and is therefore performed immediately after.

The strict conditions that trigger the execution of capacity-based filtering limit the num-
ber of multicommodity flow problems to be solved, but each such problem can be computa-
tionally cumbersome, especially for instances with many commodities. Several improvements
are performed to quickly compute the multicommodity flow problems and to reoptimize them
efficiently when trying to open some free arcs. Using the fact that costs and capacities do
not depend on the commodities, we aggregate the commodities by origin: all commodities
that share the same origin are aggregated into a single commodity. Any new, aggregated,
commodity has one origin and multiple destinations. We solve the LP dual of the resulting
multicommodity flow problem. An initial dual solution is obtained by computing the short-
est path trees from the origin to the destinations for each aggregated commodity, with arc
lengths equal to cij for (i, j) ∈ A1 and to cij + fij/uij for (i, j) ∈ A01. The shortest path
lengths provide the initial values of the dual variables associated to the flow conservation
equations, while the dual variables of the capacity constraints are initialized to 0. The dual
simplex method is then used to solve the LP dual. As soon as the lower bound exceeds Z∗,
we can stop the dual simplex iterations. To try setting a free arc (i, j) to open, we must
first set it to closed, which is done by changing the length of the arc from cij + fij/uij to a
very large value (we use 1000 × (cij + fij)). This amounts to modify the right-hand side of
a single constraint in the LP dual model. Hence, by using the dual simplex method on the
LP dual, reoptimization can be performed efficiently.

4 Overview of the Branch-and-Cut Algorithm

This section summarizes the overall B&C algorithm. Before providing the details of the
algorithm in Section 4.3, we first explain how upper bounds are computed during the course
of the algorithm. This is the topic of Section 4.1, while in Section 4.2, we explain how we
search the B&C tree.
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4.1 Computation of Upper Bounds

As mentioned in the Introduction, very good upper bounds are obtained by the heuristic
methods proposed in the literature [18, 22, 23, 28, 29, 35, 38, 48]. In our tests, reported
in Section 5, we use as initial upper bound the value (1 + ξ) × Z, where Z is the optimal
value and ξ is a small number (we use ξ = 0.00001). Apart from the fact that it is realistic
to assume that a very good initial upper bound is known, this setting allows to test the
capacity of the B&C algorithm and the different filtering methods to focus only on lower
bound improvement and optimality proof. Nevertheless, the B&C algorithm has the ability
to compute upper bounds and to prove optimality, even if its initial upper bound is +∞.
We now show how these upper bounds are computed during the course of the algorithm.

The following property states that we can derive an upper bound on the optimal value
of the MCND from any feasible solution to the multicommodity flow system MF , presented
in Section 3.4.

Proposition 4 For any feasible solution x̂ to MF ,

Z(x̂) =
∑
k∈K

∑
(i,j)∈A

cijx̂
k
ij +

∑
(i,j)∈A

fij

⌈∑
k∈K

x̂kij/uij

⌉

is an upper bound on the optimal value Z of the MCND.

Proof. If x̂ is feasible to MF , then (x̂, ŷ) with ŷij = d
∑

k∈K x̂
k
ij/uije, (i, j) ∈ A, is also

feasible to the MCND, since ŷij = d
∑

k∈K x̂
k
ij/uije = 1, if 0 <

∑
k∈K x̂

k
ij ≤ uij, and 0,

otherwise. Therefore, Z(x̂) =
∑

k∈K
∑

(i,j)∈A cijx̂
k
ij +

∑
(i,j)∈A fij ŷij, the objective function

value of the feasible solution (x̂, ŷ), is an upper bound on the optimal value Z of the MCND.

Corollary 5 At any iteration of the cutting-plane procedure, if the LP relaxation is feasible,
then

Z(ȳ) = Z l +
∑

(i,j)∈A

fij(dȳije − ȳij)

is an upper bound on the optimal value Z of the MCND.

Proof. First, we note that any solution (x, y) generated during the cutting-plane procedure
satisfies the multicommodity flow system MF . In addition, we have ȳij ≥

∑
k∈K x

k
ij/uij, for

each (i, j) ∈ A. By applying the previous proposition, we obtain an upper bound on the
optimal value of the MCND:

Z(x) =
∑
k∈K

∑
(i,j)∈A

cijx
k
ij +

∑
(i,j)∈A

fijd
∑
k∈K

xkij/uije

≤
∑
k∈K

∑
(i,j)∈A

cijx
k
ij +

∑
(i,j)∈A

fijdyije

= Z l +
∑

(i,j)∈A

fij(dyije − yij).
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The last result is used to quickly compute an upper bound after performing the cutting-
plane procedure. In particular, this bound has a nice interpretation when y is integral: in
that case, Z(y) = Z l and the lower bound test Z l ≥ Z∗ suffices to fathom the node. In
addition, Proposition 4 is exploited when performing the capacity-based filtering method.
Details are given below in the algorithm statement.

4.2 Tree Search

We use a hybrid search strategy that combines the depth-first and best-first approaches.
After branching, the next node to evaluate is the child that gives the smallest estimated lower
bound increase among the two generated children, in order to mimic a best-first approach.
When a strong branching evaluation has just been performed to select a branching arc a∗,
this corresponds to the child that attains the value min(∆0

a∗ ,∆
1
a∗). When, instead, the

branching arc a∗ is selected by a pseudo-cost estimate, the next child to evaluate is the one
that achieves the value min(g0

a∗ ρ̄
0
a∗ , g

1
a∗ ρ̄

1
a∗). The other child is stored in the node pool and

will eventually be evaluated when backtracking is performed. When a newly generated node
is stored in the node pool, we keep in memory its lower bound estimate, which is equal
to the lower bound of its parent plus the estimated lower bound increase computed by the
branching rule. When backtracking, we select the node that has the smallest lower bound
estimate among all the nodes in the node pool.

The motivation for this search strategy is to combine the advantages of depth-first and
best-first. As in depth-first, we select the next node to evaluate among the two children that
have just been generated by the branching operation. This allows for fast reoptimization of
the LPs generated by the cutting-plane procedure at the child node, using the dual simplex
method. As in best-first, we tend to select the node with the smallest lower bound, which
ensures that the most promising branches are selected first and that the global lower bound
found by the B&C algorithm gradually improves during the course of the algorithm.

4.3 Statement of the Algorithm

We now outline the algorithm, the steps being commented below:

1. Initialize the upper bound Z∗, the node pool L and the current node as the root node
(L ← ∅ and A01 ← A).

2. Evaluation: Evaluate the current node:

(a) Determine LP-fix, LR-fix, Flow, Benders, Conn, Cap.

(b) If Conn, perform connectivity-based filtering; if the network at the current node
is not connected, go to step 4 (Backtrack).

(c) If Cap, perform capacity-based filtering:

i. Solve MC.

ii. If MC is infeasible: if Benders, generate a combinatorial Benders cut; go to
step 4.
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iii. Let x̂ be an optimal solution to MC; compute an upper bound Z(x̂); if
Z(x̂) < Z∗, Z∗ ← Z(x̂).

iv. If Z l
MC ≥ Z∗, go to step 4.

v. For each (i, j) ∈ A01 such that
∑

k∈K x̂
k
ij > (1 − ε)uij, solve MC with the

added constraint
∑

k∈K x̂
k
ij = 0; if Z l

MC(i, j) ≥ Z∗, open arc (i, j).

(d) Apply the cutting-plane procedure to solve the LP relaxation.

(e) If the LP relaxation is infeasible: if Benders, generate a combinatorial Benders
cut; go to step 4.

(f) Let (x, y) be an optimal solution to the LP relaxation; compute an upper bound
Z(y) = Z l +

∑
(i,j)∈A fij(dyije − yij); if Z(y) < Z∗, Z∗ ← Z(y).

(g) If Z l ≥ Z∗, go to step 4.

(h) If Benders, try to add violated combinatorial Benders cuts; if cuts were generated,
go to step 2d.

(i) If LP-fix, perform LP-based reduced cost fixing.

(j) If Flow, perform LP-based flow upper bound reduction.

(k) If LR-fix or Flow:

i. Compute the Lagrangian relaxation bound Z l
LR.

ii. If Z l
LR ≥ Z∗, go to step 4.

iii. If LR-fix, perform LR-based reduced cost fixing.

iv. If Flow, perform LR-based flow upper bound reduction.

3. Branching: Perform branching to generate two child nodes; select one child as the next
current node to evaluate; insert the other into L; Go to step 2.

4. Backtracking: If L = ∅, stop the algorithm; otherwise, select from L the next current
node to evaluate and go to step 2.

In step 1, the upper bound is initialized as described in Section 4.1. The node pool L is
also initialized and the first current node is the root node. Step 2 is the main procedure to be
performed at every node of the B&C tree. The details of that step are further commented
below. Step 3 performs the reliability branching rule presented in Section 2.4. The next
current node is selected among the two children according to the rule described in Section
4.2. Step 4 verifies the stopping condition L = ∅ and, if it is not satisfied, it performs
backtracking as discussed in Section 4.2. We also stop the algorithm when a time limit has
been reached. In addition to the node pool, we store and update the pools of global cuts and
local cuts, as presented in Section 2.3. Finally, the best global lower bound, Z l

+, is stored
and updated in an obvious way. This lower bound on the optimal value of the MCND is
used to compute the final gap, 100× (Z∗−Z l

+)/Z∗, when the B&C algorithm is stopped by
the time limit.

Step 2a determines the values of six parameters that are used to trigger the filtering
methods at the current node. Each of these parameters is set to False if we do not want
to activate the corresponding filtering method. Otherwise, a parameter value is set to True
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depending on the conditions that allow the execution of the filtering method, conditions
that are described in the corresponding section. The parameters are LP-fix, LR-fix, Flow,
Benders, Conn, Cap, which correspond to the following filtering methods, respectively: LP-
based reduced cost fixing (Section 3.1 and step 2i), LR-based reduced cost fixing (Section
3.2 and step 2k), flow upper bound reduction (Section 3.3 and steps 2j and 2(k)iv), combi-
natorial Benders cuts (Section 3.4 and steps 2(c)ii, 2e and 2h), connectivity-based filtering
(Section 3.5 and step 2b) and capacity-based filtering (Section 3.6 and step 2c). The cutting-
plane procedure performed at step 2d follows the developments in Section 2.3. Finally, the
computation and update of upper bounds, steps 2(c)iii and 2f, correspond to Section 4.1.

5 Computational Results

This section presents computational results obtained by the B&C algorithm on a publicly
available set of 196 instances (the so-called “Canad” instances, see [24]) used in several papers
on the MCND (for instance [28, 35, 39]) and described in detail in [20]. These problem
instances consist of general networks with one commodity per origin-destination pair and
no parallel arcs. Associated with each arc are three positive quantities: the capacity, the
routing cost and the fixed cost. These instances are characterized by various degrees of
capacity tightness, with regard to the total demand, and importance of the fixed cost, with
respect to the routing cost.

The instances are divided into three classes. Class I (the “C” instances in [24]) consists
of 31 problem instances with many commodities compared to the number of nodes, while
Class II (the “C+” instances in [24]) contains 12 problem instances with few commodities
compared to the number of nodes. Class III (the “R” instances in [24]) is divided into two
categories, A and B, each containing nine sets of nine problem instances each. Each set is
characterized by the numbers of nodes, arcs, and commodities, which are the same for the
nine instances, and by instance-specific levels of capacity tightness and importance of the
fixed cost. Class III-A (instances “R01” to “R09”) contains 72 small size problem instances
with 10 nodes (nine infeasible instances have been discarded), while Class III-B (instances
“R10” to “R18”) contains 81 medium to large size instances with 20 nodes. Table 1 gives
the size of the instances in each class.

The B&C algorithm was implemented in C++ with the OOBB library [21], using CPLEX
version 12.5.1.0 as the LP solver. The code was compiled with g++ 4.4.7 and performed
on an Intel Xeon X5675, operating at 3,07 GHz, in single-threaded mode. All instances
were solved with a time limit of 10 hours. The following measures are used to evaluate the
performance of the B&C algorithm: 1) CPU time in seconds; 2) number of generated B&C
nodes; 3) relative gap in percentage computed as Gap = 100× (Z∗ − Z l

+)/Z∗.
We first present the results obtained with different configurations of the filtering pa-

rameters. We divide the instances into two classes: the instances solved by all parameter
configurations within the time limit of 10 hours (for which Gap = 0) and those unsolved by
any of the parameter configurations after the time limit of 10 hours (for which Gap > 0).
Tables 2 and 3 show the results obtained on these two classes of instances, respectively, for
four parameter configurations. In each table, the first column gives the name of the class of
instances, I, II, III-A or III-B, and the number of instances on which the average performance
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Class I (31) Class II (12) Class III-A (72) Class III-B (81)
|V |, |A|, |K| |V |, |A|, |K| |V |, |A|, |K| |V |, |A|, |K|
20,230,40 (3) 25,100,10 (3) 10,35,10 (6) 20,120,40 (9)
20,230,200 (4) 25,100,30 (3) 10,35,25 (6) 20,120,100 (9)
20,300,40 (4) 100,400,10 (3) 10,35,50 (6) 20,120,200 (9)
20,300,200 (4) 100,400,30 (3) 10,60,10 (9) 20,220,40 (9)
30,520,100 (4) 10,60,25 (9) 20,220,100 (9)
30,520,400 (4) 10,60,50 (9) 20,220,200 (9)
30,700,100 (4) 10,85,10 (9) 20,320,40 (9)
30,700,400 (4) 10,85,25 (9) 20,320,100 (9)

10,85,50 (9) 20,320,200 (9)

Table 1: Classes and problem dimensions (number of instances within parentheses)

measures are computed (arithmetic averages are computed for each performance measure).
The second column identifies the filtering parameters activated in each configuration. We
compare the configuration with no filtering with three duality-based filtering configurations:
LP-based reduced cost fixing is activated in all three configurations, while LR-based reduced
cost fixing is activated in two of the configurations and flow upper bound reduction is ac-
tivated in only one configuration. The next columns give the values for the performance
measures. For the solved instances, we show the CPU time in seconds, “CPU”, and the
number of nodes, “Nodes”. For the unsolved instances, we show the number of nodes and
the relative gap in percentage, “Gap”.

Before analyzing the results reported in Tables 2 and 3, it is important to note that,
when any of the three duality-based filtering configurations is used, three instances unsolved
by the configuration with no filtering (one more in each of Classes I, II and III-B) are solved
within the time limit of 10 hours, so that the number of solved instances increases from 148
(with no filtering) to 151. This is already a clear indication of the positive effect of LP-based
reduced cost fixing. The three additional solved instances are not reported in any of the two
tables, so that the comparison for both classes of instances, solved and unsolved, rely on the
same instances and the performance measures retain the same meaning.

The results in Table 2 show that, when more filtering is performed, the number of nodes
is generally reduced. The only exception to this observation is when flow upper bound
reduction is performed on Class III-B instances, where we can observe a slight increase in
the number of nodes. In general, the most significant reduction in the number of nodes is
observed for LP-based reduced cost fixing and a notable reduction in the number of nodes is
also observed when LR-based reduced cost fixing is performed on Class I instances. These
reductions in the number of nodes do not always translate into reductions in the CPU time.
This is true in particular when flow upper bound reduction is performed, where the CPU
time increases, irrespective of the class of instances. The results in Table 3 confirm that
flow upper bound reduction consumes a significant amount of time, at least for the instances
in Classes I and III-B, for which, with the attained limit of 10 hours of CPU time, the
number of nodes is significantly reduced when flow upper bound reduction is performed.
This observation is not verified, however, for the three instances in Class II. In general, the
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Class Parameters CPU Nodes

I (11)

– 4923 5025
LP-fix 2839 4802
LP-fix, LR-fix 2713 4661
LP-fix, LR-fix, Flow 3204 4457

II (8)

– 2230 18600
LP-fix 1270 17658
LP-fix, LR-fix 1324 17658
LP-fix, LR-fix, Flow 1436 17237

III-A (72)

– 8 325
LP-fix 7 282
LP-fix, LR-fix 7 281
LP-fix, LR-fix, Flow 8 278

III-B (57)

– 3845 5262
LP-fix 3779 3762
LP-fix, LR-fix 3870 3724
LP-fix, LR-fix, Flow 4046 3843

Table 2: Results with duality-based filtering on instances solved by all configurations

Class Parameters Nodes Gap

I (19)

– 9124 0.82
LP-fix 9216 0.81
LP-fix, LR-fix 8805 0.84
LP-fix, LR-fix, Flow 7858 0.84

II (3)

– 436214 4.89
LP-fix 421922 4.89
LP-fix, LR-fix 390425 4.91
LP-fix, LR-fix, Flow 394126 4.88

III-B (23)

– 45951 1.10
LP-fix 54725 1.10
LP-fix, LR-fix 56752 1.06
LP-fix, LR-fix, Flow 44962 1.10

Table 3: Results with duality-based filtering on instances unsolved by any of the configura-
tions
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Class Parameters CPU Nodes

I (11)

LP-fix, LR-fix 2713 4661
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.5) 4406 4659
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.7) 2245 4661
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9) 2516 4661

II (8)

LP-fix, LR-fix 1324 17658
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.5) 1216 17641
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.7) 1361 17658
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9) 1313 17658

III-A (72)

LP-fix, LR-fix 7 281
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.5) 6 281
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.7) 6 281
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9) 6 281

III-B (57)

LP-fix, LR-fix 3870 3724
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.5) 3878 3723
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.7) 3373 3724
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9) 3586 3724

Table 4: Results with capacity-based filtering on instances solved by all configurations

results in Tables 2 and 3 indicate that LP-based reduced cost fixing has a clear positive
impact on the overall performance, while flow upper bound reduction is too time-consuming
and has a negative impact on the overall performance. The impact of LR-based reduced cost
fixing is less clear, but we note that it allows to reduce the final gap for some hard instances
in Class III-B and when its impact is negative, it is only slightly so. Thus, for the remaining
tested parameter configurations, we activate both LP-fix and LR-fix, but not Flow.

Tables 4 and 5 show the results obtained when the parameter Cap is activated, in addition
to LP-fix and LR-fix. We report the results with three values of the parameter γ, which
controls when capacity-based filtering is performed depending on the proportion of design
variables fixed to 0: γ = 0.5, 0.7, 0.9. To ease the comparison, we also report the results when
Cap is not activated, which were already shown in Tables 2 and 3. The same instances are
also used, 148 solved ones and 45 unsolved ones. The remaining three instances in the set of
196 instances are solved by all configurations, but the results are not reported to facilitate
the comparison.

The results in Table 4 show that capacity-based filtering has a marginal impact on the
number of nodes, but can incur significant variations in the CPU time. In particular, a
significant increase is observed with γ = 0.5 on Class I instances and significant reductions
are observed with γ = 0.7 on Class I and III-B instances. Reductions in the CPU time are
also observed with γ = 0.9 for all classes of instances. The results in Table 5 show that
reductions in the gap are obtained with capacity-based filtering, irrespective of the value of
γ. The most significant reductions are obtained with γ = 0.5 for instances in Classes I and
II, and with γ = 0.7 and 0.9 for instances in Class III-B. In this last case, γ = 0.9 gives a
better overall performance, since the number of nodes is increased, given the fixed amount
of 10 hours of CPU time. Overall, the results in Tables 4 and 5 point to the conclusion that
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Class Parameters Nodes Gap

I (19)

LP-fix, LR-fix 9124 0.82
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.5) 10429 0.78
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.7) 9334 0.81
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9) 8979 0.81

II (3)

LP-fix, LR-fix 436214 4.91
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.5) 432013 4.88
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.7) 408335 4.91
Lp-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9) 421665 4.90

III-B (23)

LP-fix, LR-fix 45951 1.10
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.5) 38457 1.05
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.7) 53344 1.03
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9) 57609 1.03

Table 5: Results with capacity-based filtering on instances unsolved by any of the configu-
rations

capacity-based filtering, with appropriate values of the parameter γ, has a positive effect on
the overall performance of the algorithm. For the remaining tested parameter configurations,
we thus activate Cap. Furthermore, we select the value γ = 0.9, since it is the only one of
the three tested values that shows performance improvements on all classes of instances,
with reductions in the CPU time for solved instances and reductions in the gap for unsolved
instances.

Tables 6 and 7 show the results obtained by performing feasibility-based filtering, in
addition to LP-fix, LR-fix and Cap. More specifically, we display the results obtained with
three parameter configurations, obtained by activating Benders and Conn in isolation and in
conjunction. To facilitate the comparison, we report the results when these parameters are
not activated, which were also displayed in Tables 4 and 5. The same instances are used, 148
solved ones and 45 unsolved ones. The remaining three instances in the set of 196 instances
are solved by the two configurations that use Benders cuts, but one of these three instances
(in Class II) is no more solved when using connectivity-based filtering alone. However, the
final gap for this instance is 0.03%, which is negligible. We can thus consider that the four
configurations reported in Tables 6 and 7 are performing equally well in terms of the total
number of solved instances within the limit of 10 hours of CPU time.

The results in Table 6 show that the addition of Benders cuts has a negligible impact
on Class I instances, a negative impact on Class II instances and a positive impact on Class
III-B instances. In contrast, connectivity-based filtering has a positive impact on all classes
of instances, whether Benders is activated or not. Overall, the best configuration is obtained
by activating only connectivity-based filtering, with significant reductions in the CPU time,
even though the number of nodes can be slightly increased. The results in Table 7 show
decreases in the gap for all configurations that include feasibility-based filtering. The most
significant reductions in the gap are obtained when only Conn is activated. In this case, the
reductions in the gap are accompanied by significant increases in the number of nodes. The
results in Tables 6 and 7 point to the general conclusions that the addition of combinatorial
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Class Parameters CPU Nodes

I (11)

LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9) 2516 4661
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9), Benders 2551 4655
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9), Conn 2239 4789
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9), Benders, Conn 2575 4785

II (8)

LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9) 1313 17658
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9), Benders 1831 18074
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9), Conn 1113 15307
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9), Benders, Conn 1539 15320

III-A (72)

LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9) 6 281
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9), Benders 6 279
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9), Conn 6 287
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9), Benders, Conn 7 284

III-B (57)

LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9) 3586 3724
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9), Benders 3339 3720
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9), Conn 2665 3758
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9), Benders, Conn 3182 3748

Table 6: Results with feasibility-based filtering on instances solved by all configurations

Class Parameters Nodes Gap

I (19)

LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9) 9124 0.82
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9), Benders 10634 0.78
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9), Conn 13482 0.73
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9), Benders, Conn 12063 0.76

II (3)

LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9) 436214 4.91
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9), Benders 397293 4.88
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9), Conn 451612 4.84
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9), Conn, Benders 403726 4.82

III-B (23)

LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9) 57609 1.03
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9), Benders 63703 0.95
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9), Conn 64376 0.89
LP-fix, LR-fix, Cap (γ = 0.9), Benders, Conn 60244 0.94

Table 7: Results with feasibility-based filtering on instances unsolved by any of the configu-
rations
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Class Method CPU Nodes Gap Instances

I (11)

B&C&Filter 2239 4789 0.00 0
B&C 4923 5025 0.00 0
CPLEX-Weak 9830 412986 0.24 -3
CPLEX-Strong 7054 224615 0.17 -2

II (8)

B&C&Filter 1113 15307 0.00 0
B&C 2230 18600 0.00 0
CPLEX-Weak 58 1225 0.00 0
CPLEX-Strong 52 1151 0.00 0

III-A (72)

B&C&Filter 6 287 0.00 0
B&C 8 325 0.00 0
CPLEX-Weak 16 9178 0.00 0
CPLEX-Strong 4 1421 0.00 0

III-B (57)

B&C&Filter 2665 3748 0.00 0
B&C 3845 5262 0.00 0
CPLEX-Weak 12917 1710457 0.69 -18
CPLEX-Strong 12687 1290286 0.71 -18

Table 8: Comparison with CPLEX on instances solved by the B&C method

Benders cuts generally has a positive impact on the overall performance of the algorithm,
but that significantly better results are obtained when connectivity-based filtering is used
alone, without activating Benders.

The next two tables of results summarize the performances of two variants of the B&C:
the one with no filtering, “B&C”, and the one with the best identified configuration of
filtering parameters, “B&C&Filter”, which activates LP-Fix, LR-Fix, Cap (γ = 0.9) and
Conn. We use the same set of instances as before, 148 solved and 45 unsolved instances,
so these results can be found already in the previous tables, but they are easier to read in
Tables 8 and 9, which show the results on solved and unsolved instances, respectively. In
addition, these two tables show the results obtained with CPLEX on two formulations: the
weak one, defined by (1)-(5), and the strong one, obtained from the weak one by adding
the strong inequalities (6). Since for many instances, there are too many strong inequalities
to add all of them a priori, they are declared as lazy constraints, which allows CPLEX to
generate them dynamically, within its own cutting-plane algorithm. The results for the two
formulations are shown on lines “CPLEX-Weak” and “CPLEX-Strong” in Tables 8 and 9.
For both formulations, CPLEX is performed with default parameters, with two exceptions:
we give as initial incumbent value the same upper bound provided to the B&C and we
deactivate the heuristic features of CPLEX. Since the two CPLEX variants do not solve the
same instances as the two B&C variants, we also count: 1) the number of instances that each
CPLEX variant does not solve among those that are solved by the B&C variants, reported
with a “–” sign in column “Instances” of Table 8; 2) the number of instances that each
CPLEX variant solves among those that are unsolved by the B&C variants, reported with a
“+” sign in column “Instances” of Table 9.

The results in Tables 8 and 9 show that the filtering methods have a significant impact on
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Class Method CPU Nodes Gap Instances

I (19)

B&C&Filter 36000 13482 0.73 0
B&C 36000 9124 0.82 0
CPLEX-Weak 36000 742932 1.89 0
CPLEX-Strong 36000 611284 1.87 0

II (3)

B&&Filter 36000 451612 4.84 0
B&C 36000 436214 4.89 0
CPLEX-Weak 24015 2087072 3.69 +1
CPLEX-Strong 24017 2348956 3.72 +1

III-B (23)

B&C&Filter 36000 64376 0.89 0
B&C 36000 45951 1.10 0
CPLEX-Weak 36000 1944022 2.89 0
CPLEX-Strong 36000 1455278 2.85 0

Table 9: Comparison with CPLEX on instances unsolved by the B&C&Filter method

the performance of the B&C algorithm for all classes of instances. On the solved instances,
significant reductions in the CPU time are observed: 55%, 50%, 25% and 31% reductions on
average are obtained on Classes I, II, III-A and III-B, respectively. On unsolved instances, the
average gaps are reduced by 0.09%, 0.05% and 0.21% on Classes I, II and III-B, respectively.
The reductions in the gap are correlated with significant increases in the number of nodes
that can be explored within the time limit of 10 hours of CPU time: 48%, 4% and 40%
increases in the number of nodes are obtained on Classes I, II and III-B, respectively. These
results also show that the two B&C variants outperform the two CPLEX variants on Classes
I and III-B, while the opposite is true for Class II. These observations are consistent with
the results presented in [14], where it was already shown that the strong inequalities are
particularly useful for instances with many commodities, such as those found in Classes I
and III-B, while other types of cuts, namely flow cover/pack inequalities, are more effective
for instances with few commodities, such as those in Class II. As our B&C algorithm relies
mostly on strong inequalities, while CPLEX generates flow cover inequalities (among other
types of cuts), these comparative results are consistent with those presented in [14]. Of
the two CPLEX variants, CPLEX-Strong is generally slightly better than CPLEX-Weak.
Overall, B&C&Filter solves 20 instances more than CPLEX-Strong on instances in Classes
I and III-B, while CPLEX-Strong solves one instance more than B&C&Filter on instances
of Class II. On the unsolved instances in Classes I and III-B, the gap is also significantly
smaller with B&C&Filter, compared with the gap obtained by CPLEX-Strong.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a state-of-the-art B&C algorithm for the MCND that combines the
cutting-plane method from [14], an adaptation of the reliability branching rule introduced
in [3], and a series of filtering methods taking particular advantage of the structure of the
MCND. Our experiments on a large set of randomly generated instances have demonstrated
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the efficiency and the effectiveness of both the B&C algorithm and the filtering methods. In
particular, these experiments have shown that an appropriate selection of filtering techniques
allows the B&C algorithm to perform significantly better than the variant of the algorithm
without filtering. These experiments have confirmed that the B&C algorithm, with or with-
out filtering, is competitive with a state-of-the-art MIP solver, especially for instances with
many commodities (typically more than 100).

The filtering methods exploit the particular structure of the MCND. It would be in-
teresting to adapt them to other exact algorithms for the MCND (see the references in the
Introduction). In particular, the feasibility-based filtering techniques (combinatorial Benders
cuts, connectivity-based filtering and capacity-based filtering) do not depend on the cutting-
plane method and can be used in any enumerative algorithm. In contrast, the duality-based
filtering techniques (LP-based reduced cost fixing, Lagrangian-based reduced cost fixing and
reduced cost bound reduction) depend on the cutting-plane procedure, but could be adapted
in the context of column generation and Lagrangian relaxation methods. Ultimately, the im-
plementation of these different bounding methods under the same interface for enumerative
algorithms, including adaptations of the filtering and branching procedures presented here,
would allow a fair comparison of the exact approaches proposed so far for the MCND. Fi-
nally, another avenue of research would be to adapt the filtering methods to other difficult,
large-scale, network design problems.
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